Press Release

IBS Software Wins APAC ‘Testing Project of the Year Award 2015’
Singapore, November 02, 2015: IBS has won the prestigious ‘Testing Project of the Year 2015’
award at the "APAC Testing Awards 2015" event held in Singapore. This award is given to the most
outstanding testing project across all industry sectors by any company in Asia Pacific (APAC) region.
IBS received the award for providing Software Testing Services for development and implementation
of Orbitz for Business’ corporate travel platform for one of the world’s largest technology corporates.
The APAC Testing Awards recognize those organisations and practioners that have stepped away from
legacy tools and processes to create Testing programs that define the future of IT software
development, services and support. This project from IBS was selected for the award from entries from
a number of leading companies in the Asia Pacific region. The eminent jury comprised of CIO’s and
celebrated thought leaders. The selection for awards was moderated and audited by KPMG.
Rolling out an online corporate travel program for a large global company is a complex and challenging
project. It required connectivity to several GDS’s including Sabre, Amadeus, Worldspan, Galileo,
Travelfusion, Abacus and multiple offline agency systems. It had to cater to the globally diverse
corporate travel needs for over 100 countries with different languages, currencies, country specific
regulations and policies as well as integration with a number of 3rd party systems. This necessitated
adopting test strategies for a continuous integration, security, data, accessibility, PNR synchronization,
mobile testing and country roll out readiness. In addition to the global rollout, the project also involved
supporting existing business comprising of over 700 clients demanding business continuity. Orbitz for
Business is the corporate travel business of Orbitz Worldwide, the leading global online travel company.

Alex Kaluzny, GVP Orbitz Technology says, “Orbitz Worldwide and IBS have enjoyed a successful
relationship for 10 years, during which time IBS has continued to demonstrate its
team's professionalism, responsiveness and commitment to deliver. The rollout of a corporate travel
program for clients with a global footprint is both complex and challenging, with very stringent
timelines. We are very pleased that the IBS team has ensured the end product met strict criteria set
by us and our client, and this award is a formal recognition of what we have always known about IBS’s
ability to successfully deliver mission critical systems. We congratulate the IBS team and wish them
every success in the future."
More than 80 global companies in the Travel, Transportation & Logistics industry benefit from IBS’
Independent Testing Services. IBS’ domain expertise, testing excellence and use of existing vast
repository of test cases, testing frameworks and state of the art smart tools translate into significant
time and cost savings for its customers.
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“I am very pleased that the industry recognized innovative and out of box thinking of our team in
fulfilling all round testing needs of this large and complex project. This project is executed in Ownership
Model and it follows Continuous Delivery Methodology, which means everyone in the team contributes
to the final quality outcome. Coming soon after our success at India Testing Awards for another testing
project for an industry-leading airline, this greater recognition is even more gratifying and will inspire
our team to take on bigger challenges and to strive for creating greater value for our customers. I feel
very proud to be a part of this winning team” said Akshay Shrivastava, Senior Vice President & Global
Head of IBS’ Services Business.

For media enquiries, please contact Mathew Joshua/IBS Corporate Communications at +91-4716614363 or email: mathew.joshua@ibsplc.com. More information on IBS is available at www.ibsplc.com

